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Design Edit

Design Edit.
Designer Ziad Alonaizy visited Downtown Design Dubai back in November and
selected some fine pieces from the fair to share with us at ID HQ. Here is what
Ziad had to say about his highlights. www.alonaizy.com

SOFA BY FRATO
I have always enjoyed this sofa from Frato because of the
architectural quilting. This newer version incorporates to
some wood into the original design and comes in a
gorgeous honey-mustard hue.
www.frato-interiors.com

KAJ BY ALIA MAZROOEI
KAJ is a piece by designer Alia Mazrooei, as part of the UAE design stories
series, which pulls on ancient traditions to create new objects. This table
was inspired by “Kajojah” a support system used by Alia’s ancestors, a
table base made out of metal with a cushion on top used to make telli,
a traditional embroidery hand-braided out of silver and gold threads as
seen on women clothing. The Kajojah is a form of two cones mirrored on
top of each other, stabilised to hold the cushion. ‘KAJ’ was inspired by the
cone form of the Kajojah to design the base of the tray table, made out of
a gypsum-based resin in a terrazzo style. The top of the base is a tinted
transparent organic form with a flat surface acting as a tabletop.
@aliamazrooei

BREATH OF LIGHT,
PRECIOSA LIGHT INSTALLATION
This installation is a beautiful and mesmerising display of glass globes
at varying heights, sizes and opacity of glass from Czech lighting
producer Preciosa Lighting. The globes light up in groups with varying
levels of brightness and periods of time, all in line with the background
music. The space is approximately 6 x 6 metres in its entirety. Michael
Vasku, Creative Director for Preciosa Lighting commented on the
exhibition, “It’s fascinating for us to see visitors from across the region
experience this playful, interactive installation.”
www.preciosalighting.com
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